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Abstract

Given a set $S$ of $n$ points in the plane, we give an $O(n \log n)$-time algorithm that constructs a plane $t$-spanner for $S$, with $t \approx 10$, such that the degree of each point of $S$ is bounded from above by 27, and the total edge length is proportional to the weight of a minimum spanning tree of $S$. Previously, no algorithms were known for constructing plane $t$-spanners of bounded degree.

1 Introduction

Given a set $S$ of $n$ points in the plane and a real number $t > 1$, a $t$-spanner for $S$ is a graph $G$ with vertex set $S$ such that any two vertices $u$ and $v$ are connected by a path in $G$ whose length is at most $t \cdot |uv|$, where $|uv|$ is the Euclidean distance between $u$ and $v$. If this graph has $O(n)$ edges, then it is a sparse approximation of the (dense) complete Euclidean graph on $S$.

Many algorithms are known that compute $t$-spanners with $O(n)$ edges [1, 2, 8, 20, 22, 24, 26] that have additional properties such as bounded degree [4, 6], small spanner diameter [4] (i.e., any two points are connected by a $t$-spanner path consisting of only a small number of edges), low weight [11, 13, 19] (i.e., the total length of all edges is proportional to the weight of a minimum spanning tree of $S$), planarity [3, 21] and fault-tolerance [10, 23]; see also the surveys [18, 25]. All these algorithms compute $t$-spanners for any given constant $t > 1$. Observe that some properties are conflicting. For instance a spanner with constant degree cannot have spanner diameter $o(\log n)$.

In this paper, we consider the construction of plane $t$-spanners. A graph, whose vertices are points in $\mathbb{R}^2$ with straight-line edges, is said to be plane, if no two edges intersect, except possibly at their endpoints. Obviously, in order for a $t$-spanner to be plane, $t$ must be at least $\sqrt{2}$. It is known that the Delaunay triangulation is a $t$-spanner for $t = 2\pi/(3 \cos(\pi/6))$, see [21]. Furthermore, Das and Joseph [12] showed that other plane graphs such as the minimum weight triangulation and the greedy triangulation are $t$-spanners, for some constant $t$. In 1992, Levcopoulos and Lingas [22] showed that, for any real number $r > 0$, a plane graph can be constructed from the Delaunay triangulation, that is a $t$-spanner for $t = (1 + 1/r)2\pi/(3 \cos(\pi/6))$ and whose total edge length is at most $2r + 1$ times the weight of a minimum spanning tree of $S$. Observe that all these spanners may have unbounded degree. Arikati et al. [3] considered the problem of constructing a plane spanner
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among polygonal obstacles. They show how to construct a \((\sqrt{2} + \varepsilon)\)-spanner in \(O(n \log n)\) time using \(O(n)\) Steiner points, for any real constant \(\varepsilon > 0\).

No algorithms are known that compute a plane \(t\)-spanner, for some constant \(t\), of bounded degree. In this paper, we show how to compute such a spanner that, additionally, has low weight. That is, the main result of this paper is the following theorem.

**Theorem 1.1.** There is an \(O(n \log n)\)-time algorithm that computes, when given a set \(S\) of \(n\) points in the plane and any real constant \(\varepsilon > 0\), a graph

1. that is plane,
2. that is a \(t\)-spanner for \(S\), with \(t = (1 + \varepsilon)(\pi + 1)2\pi/(3\cos(\pi/6))\),
3. in which each point of \(S\) has degree at most 27,
4. and whose weight is bounded from above by a constant times the weight of a minimum spanning tree of \(S\).

We outline the global structure of our algorithm, see also Figure 1. In the first step, the Delaunay triangulation of \(S\), denoted \(DT\), is computed. Recall that \(DT\) is the triangulation of \(S\) such that no point of \(S\) is inside the circumsphere of any triangle of the triangulation. In the second step, a degree-3 spanning subgraph \(SG\) of \(DT\) is computed. This graph \(SG\) contains the convex hull of \(S\) and is a (possibly degenerate) simple polygon with vertex set \(S\). This part of the algorithm is described in Section 2. The polygon is then transformed into a simple non-degenerate polygon \(P\) in the third step of the algorithm.

Next, the algorithm processes the vertices of \(P\), in an order that is obtained from a breadth-first order of \(DT\), and carefully adds Delaunay edges to \(P\). The resulting graph, denoted \(GP\), is a plane spanner for the vertices of \(P\). This part of the algorithm is described in Section 3.

In the last step of the algorithm, as shown in Section 4, we run the greedy spanner algorithm by Gudmundsson et al. [19] on the graph \(GP\). This results in a graph \(G\) for which the claims in Theorem 1.1 hold.

---

**Algorithm** PLANARSPANNER\((S, \varepsilon)\)

1. \(DT \leftarrow\) Delaunay triangulation of \(S\) (see [15])
2. \(SG \leftarrow\) SPANNINGGRAPH\((DT)\) (see Section 2)
3. \(GP \leftarrow\) TRANSFORMPOLYGON\((SG)\) (see Section 2.1)
4. \(G \leftarrow\) POLYGONSPANNER\((P, DT)\) (see Section 3)
5. \(G \leftarrow\) GREEDYSPANNER\((GP, \varepsilon)\) (see [19])
6. output \(G\)

---

**Figure 1:** The construction of a plane sparse spanner.

---

### 2 Computing a degree-3 plane spanning graph (SPANNINGGRAPH)

The aim of this section is to describe Step 2 of the algorithm in detail. In other words, given a set \(S\) of \(n\) points in the plane, we show how to construct a low-degree plane spanning graph \(SG\) of \(S\) that contains the convex hull of \(S\).
Let $d$ be the maximum degree of any vertex of $SG$. The key property we exploit is that the graph $SG$ is a plane graph with exactly two faces, an interior face and an exterior face. The interior face has the property that every vertex of $SG$ is on its boundary. If $SG$ has no cut vertices, then it is a simple polygon. The presence of cut vertices in $SG$ renders it into a degenerate polygon. However, by symbolically modifying the cut vertices, we show how to convert it into a simple polygon. Essentially, this process has a cut vertex symbolically appear on the boundary of the interior face several times, so that it is no longer a cut vertex (see the next section for details). In the conversion process, a cut vertex of degree $d$ is converted into $d$ vertices each of degree 2. After the processing is completed on the simple polygon, these $d$ vertices are then joined again into one vertex. Thus, the final degree of the spanner depends on $d$. The lower the value of $d$, the smaller the final degree of the spanner.

**Degree-5 plane spanning subgraph.** Let $G$ be the union of the convex hull of $S$ and a minimum spanning tree $T$ of $S$. Then $G$ is clearly a plane spanning graph. It is well known that each vertex of $T$ has degree at most six, and the angle between any two edges of $T$ sharing an edge is at least $60^\circ$. Therefore, $G$ has degree less than or equal to six. This can be improved to five since there always exists a minimum spanning tree of degree at most five.

Another degree-5 spanning subgraph can be obtained as follows: Consider an arbitrary triangulation $\Delta$ of $S$. Barnette [5] has shown that every 3-connected planar graph contains a spanning tree of maximum degree at most three; his proof of this result implies an $O(n \log n)$-time algorithm for computing such a tree. If we apply this to $\Delta$, then we obtain a plane degree-3 spanning tree of $S$. However, by adding the convex hull of $S$ to this tree, we again obtain a degree-5 plane spanning graph of $S$ that contains the convex hull of $S$.

**Degree-3 plane spanning subgraph.** We now show how to reduce the degree to three. Our construction uses the canonical ordering of de Fraysseix et al. [16]. Let $\Delta$ be an arbitrary triangulation of $S$, and let $(v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n)$ be a numbering of the points of $S$. For any $i$ with $1 \leq i \leq n$, let $\Delta_i$ denote the subgraph of $\Delta$ induced by the vertices $v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_i$, and let $C_i$ be the outer face of $\Delta_i$. We say that the numbering $(v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n)$ is a canonical ordering of $\Delta$, if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. $v_1$ and $v_2$ are adjacent in $\Delta$ and are both on the convex hull of $S$.
2. For all $i$ with $3 \leq i \leq n$, the following holds.
   
   (a) the subgraph $\Delta_i$ is 2-connected.
   
   (b) The point $v_i$ is in the interior of the outer face $C_{i-1}$ of $\Delta_{i-1}$.
   
   (c) Let $N_i$ be the set of all vertices of $\Delta_{i-1}$ that are connected by an edge, in $\Delta$, to $v_i$. The set $N_i$ contains at least two elements, and forms a path on the boundary of $C_{i-1}$.

A canonical ordering always exists and can be computed, in reverse order, as follows. Start with the triangulation $\Delta$, and successively remove a vertex from the boundary of the outer face that is adjacent to exactly two vertices on the outer face. de Fraysseix et al. [16] showed that such a vertex always exists. The time to compute this canonical ordering is $O(n)$ [9].

We apply this to an arbitrary triangulation $\Delta$ of $S$. Consider a canonical ordering $(v_1, \ldots, v_n)$ of $\Delta$. For each $i$ with $3 \leq i \leq n$, we will compute a subgraph $G_i$ of $\Delta_i$. During this construction, we maintain the following invariant.
**Invariant:** The graph $G_i$ is a spanning subgraph of $\Delta_i$, its maximum degree is at most three, and the only cycle in $G_i$ is the boundary of the outer face $C_i$ of $\Delta_i$.

We define the graph $G_3$ to be the triangle spanned by $v_1$, $v_2$, and $v_3$, where $v_1$ and $v_2$ lie on the convex hull of $\mathcal{S}$. Let $i$ be an integer with $4 \leq i \leq n$, and assume we have constructed the graph $G_{i-1}$. Consider the set $N_i$ of all vertices of $\Delta_{i-1}$ that are connected by an edge, in $\Delta$, to $v_i$. Recall that $N_i$ forms a path on the boundary of $C_{i-1}$ containing at least two vertices. Let $u_1, \ldots, u_k$ be all vertices of $N_i$, in the order in which they occur on this path. We distinguish two cases.

$k = 2$: We obtain $G_i$ from $G_{i-1}$ by removing the edge $(u_1, u_2)$ and adding the edges $(v_i, u_1)$ and $(v_i, u_2)$, as shown in the top part of Figure 2.

$k > 2$: We obtain $G_i$ from $G_{i-1}$ by removing the edges $(u_1, u_2)$ and $(u_{k-1}, u_k)$ and adding the edges $(v_i, u_1)$, $(v_i, u_2)$ and $(v_i, u_k)$, as illustrated in the bottom part of Figure 2.

It is clear that the invariant is maintained during this construction. Hence, the graph $SG = G_n$ is a plane spanning graph of $\mathcal{S}$ of maximum degree at most three. Observe that $C_n$ is equal to the outer face of $\Delta$. Therefore, the boundary of $C_n$ is the convex hull of $\mathcal{S}$ and it is the only cycle in $SG$. Hence, the invariant implies that $SG$ contains the convex hull of $\mathcal{S}$. Observe that the constrained dual of $\Delta$, constrained by the edges of $G_i$, is a tree of degree at most 3. This is precisely why we will be able to symbolically transform $SG$ into a simple polygon as outlined in the next section.

The algorithm for computing $SG$ from the canonical ordering of the vertices of $\Delta$ as described above shall be denoted by $\text{SpanningGraph}(\Delta)$. An example is given in Figure 3. Observe that $SG$ will contain exactly one cycle, the convex hull of $\mathcal{S}$. The part of $SG$ within the convex hull is a forest connected to $\mathcal{S}$. The following lemma summarizes the result of this section.

**Lemma 2.1.** Given a triangulation $\Delta$ of a set $\mathcal{S}$ of $n$ points in the plane, we can compute, in $O(n)$ time, a plane spanning subgraph $SG$ with $n$ edges whose only cycle is the convex hull of $\mathcal{S}$, and in which each vertex has degree at most three.
Figure 3: A triangulation $\Delta$ (on the left), and the output of algorithm $\text{SpanningGraph}(\Delta)$ (on the right).

Figure 4: Illustrating algorithm $\text{TransformPolygon}$

2.1 Algorithm $\text{TransformPolygon}$

As was alluded to in the previous section, the output $SG$ of algorithm $\text{SpanningGraph}(\Delta)$ is a polygon, however, this polygon may be degenerate, i.e., there may be vertices of degree one and there may be cut vertices. An easy way to handle this problem is to symbolically transform the degenerate polygon $SG$ into a non-degenerate simple polygon $P$. This is done by doubling edges incident on degenerate vertices of $SG$ and then running an Euler tour. Figure 4 illustrates how this transformation is performed.

This transformation does not affect the complexity of the spanner algorithm if the vertices are only split symbolically. We denote the algorithm that transforms a degenerate polygon $SG$ into a non-degenerate polygon $P$ by $\text{TransformPolygon}(SG)$.

3 Computing a spanner of a simple polygon ($\text{PolygonSpanner}$)

The idea behind the main algorithm is to start with the Delaunay triangulation of $S$, denoted $DT$, and then remove edges from it until we are left with a plane graph $\mathcal{G}_P$ having the following two properties:
1. every vertex in $G_P$ has bounded degree, and 

2. for every edge $(x, y)$ in $DT$, there is a path between $x$ and $y$ in $G_P$ whose length is at most 
   \[ \pi + 1 \] times $d_{DT}(x, y)$, where $d_{DT}(x, y)$ denotes the shortest distance in $DT$ between $x$ and $y$.

The two properties combined imply that $G_P$ is a plane graph in which every vertex has bounded 
degree and that is a $((\pi + 1)2\pi/(3\cos(\pi/6)))$-spanner of the point set $S$. To achieve the first property, 
we construct the degree-3 spanning subgraph, $SG$, of the Delaunay triangulation as described in 
the previous section. Of course, this subgraph is not necessarily an $O(1)$-spanner. Therefore, we need 
to add some carefully chosen edges in order to maintain the first property and achieve the second, 
the result then follows from the fact that $DT$ is a $t$-spanner of $S$ with $t \leq 2\pi/(3\cos(\pi/6))$ [21].

The starting point of this section is the simple polygon $P$ that is computed by algorithm 
\textsc{Transform-Polygon}(SG). Recall that the edges of $P$ are edges in $DT$. Let $E$ be the set of edges of the 
Delaunay triangulation of $S$. Now, since the edges of $P$ are also Delaunay edges, we have $E \subseteq DT$ and each 
edge $(x, y)$ in $E$ that is not an edge of $P$ must be a diagonal of $P$. Thus, it is sufficient to show how 
to properly approximate all such diagonals within $P$.

Let $t > 1$ be a real number, and let $V$ be the vertex set of $P$. A graph $G$ defined on the vertex 
set $V$ respects $P$ if every edge of $G$ is either an edge of $P$ or an internal diagonal of $P$. We say that 
such a graph is a $t$-spanner for $V$ with respect to $P$, if for every pair of points $u, v \in V$ that form a 
diagonal of $P$, there exists a path between $u$ and $v$ in the graph $G$, whose length is at most $t$ times 
the Euclidean distance $|uv|$ between $u$ and $v$. Note that by construction, every path between $u$ and $v$ 
in $G$ is a path whose intersection with the exterior of $P$ is empty.

In this section, we show how to compute, for some constant $t > 1$, a plane $t$-spanner for $V$ with 
respect to $P$, whose degree is bounded by a constant. By constructing such a spanner, we will show 
that we obtain the desired spanner for the point set $S$.

Let $G = (V, E)$ be the plane graph, where $V$ and $E$ are as defined above. Let $v_1$ be an arbitrary 
vertex of $V$, and let $v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n$ be the vertices of $V$ according to a clockwise breadth-first ordering 
(bf-order) of $G$ with start vertex $v_1$. A clockwise breadth-first search of a graph is simply a standard 
breadth-first search with the additional constraint that when the children of a vertex are processed, 
they are processed in clockwise order, as shown in Figure 5. For any two vertices $u$ and $v$ of $V$, 
we write $u <_{bf} v$, if $u$ strictly precedes $v$ in the bf-ordering. We extend this ordering to $\leq_{bf}$ in the 
other way.

We start with some properties of the bf-numbering. Let $T(G, v_1)$ be the breadth-first search tree of $G$ rooted at vertex $v_1$. The level of any vertex $v$ in $T(G, v_1)$ is denoted by $\ell(v)$. The root is at 
level zero, i.e., $\ell(v_1) = 0$.

**Lemma 3.1.** Let $v$ be any vertex in $T(G, v_1)$ with $v \neq v_1$.

a) Any Delaunay edge $(v, w)$ that is not an edge of $P$ partitions $P$ into two simple polygons $P_1$ and $P_2$. We may assume without loss of generality that $v_1$ is a vertex of $P_1$. For every vertex $u$ in $P_2$ with $u \neq v$ and $u \neq w$, we have $\min(\ell(v), \ell(w)) < \ell(u)$ and $\max(\ell(v), \ell(w)) \leq \ell(u)$.

b) The line segment between $v$ and its parent $u$ in $T(G, v_1)$ partitions $P$ into two simple polygons $P_1$ and $P_2$ such that all children of $u$ that precede $v$ are in $P_1$ and all siblings that succeed $v$ are in $P_2$. The vertex $v$ can be adjacent to at most one child of $u$ that precedes $v$.

**Proof.** The first claim holds since either $v$ or $w$ must be an ancestor of all vertices in $P_2$. The second claim follows from the observation that the siblings of the parent of $v$ are ordered in clockwise order, see Figure 5. 

\[\Box\]
The sequence of vertices adjacent to a vertex $v$, sorted in clockwise order around $v$, will be denoted by $\mathcal{N}(v)$ and will be called the ordered neighbors of $v$. Finally, let $p(v)$ denote the parent of $v$ in $\mathcal{T}(G, v_1)$.

**Lemma 3.2.** The vertices in $\mathcal{N}(v)$ preceding $v$ in the bf-ordering are the parent of $v$ and at most two vertices in $\mathcal{N}(v) \cap \mathcal{N}(p(v))$.

*Proof.* If $v$ is the root then no vertex precedes $v$, otherwise since $(v, p(v))$ is a Delaunay edge it holds that $(v, p(v))$ must be on the boundary of one or two triangles, and hence adjacent to one vertex $v_1$ or two vertices $v_1$ and $v_2$.

In the case when $v$ and $p(v)$ are both adjacent to exactly one vertex $v_1$, the triangle $(p(v), v, v_1)$ partitions $\mathcal{P}$ into three simple polygons, denoted $P_1, P_2$ and $P_3$ as illustrated in Figure 6a. $P_2$ is bounded by $(p(v), v_1)$ and hence cannot contain any vertices connected to $v$. Now consider $P_3$ with boundary edge $(v_1, v)$. There are two cases:

- If $\ell(v) = \ell(v_1)$ then every vertex $u$ in $P_3$, except $v$ and $v_1$, must be a successor of $v$ since $\ell(u) > \ell(v)$ according to Lemma 3.1a.

- If $\ell(v) > \ell(v_1)$ then every point $u$ in $P_3$ must be a successor of $v$ since $p(v) \prec_{bf} v_1$, otherwise $p(v)$ could not be the parent of $v$.

Thus the lemma holds in the case when $v$ and $p(v)$ are both adjacent to exactly one vertex.

The proof for the case when $v$ and $p(v)$ are both adjacent to two vertices is almost identical. Let $v_1$ and $v_2$ be the two vertices adjacent to $v$ and $p(v)$. The quadrangle $(p(v), v_1, v, v_2)$ partitions $\mathcal{P}$ into five simple polygons, denoted $P_1, \ldots, P_5$ as illustrated in Figure 6b. $P_2$ and $P_3$ are bounded by $(p(v), v_1)$ and $(p(v), v_2)$, respectively and hence cannot contain any vertices connected to $v$. Now consider $P_4$ and $P_5$ with boundary edge $(v_1, v)$ and $(v_2, v)$, respectively. The proof for both $P_4$ and $P_5$ are identical. We consider $P_4$. There are two cases:

- If $\ell(v) = \ell(v_1)$ then every vertex $u$ in $P_4$, except $v$ and $v_1$, must be a successor of $v$ since $\ell(u) > \ell(v)$ according to Lemma 3.1a.

- If $\ell(v) > \ell(v_1)$ then every point $u$ in $P_4$ must be a successor of $v$ since $p(v) \prec_{bf} v_1$, otherwise $p(v)$ could not be the parent of $v$.

The lemma follows. \(\blacksquare\)
Now we are ready to present the algorithm that computes a bounded-degree plane spanner for \( \mathcal{V} \) with respect to \( \mathcal{P} \). Recall that \( G = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) is the plane graph, where \( \mathcal{E} \) is the union of the edge set of \( \mathcal{P} \) and the set of edges in the Delaunay triangulation of \( \mathcal{P} \). Our algorithm processes all the vertices of \( \mathcal{P} \) following the bf-ordering starting with \( v_1 \).

Initialize \( \mathcal{E}_P \) to be the set of edges of \( \mathcal{P} \). At the end of the processing, \( \mathcal{E}_P \) will contain the edges of the desired spanner. Let \( s_1, \ldots, s_m \) be the ordered neighbors \( \mathcal{N}(v_1) \) of \( v_1 \). That is, \( s_1, \ldots, s_m \) are all vertices that are connected by an edge of \( \mathcal{E} \) to \( v_1 \). These vertices occur in clockwise order around \( v_1 \), where \((s_1, v_1)\) and \((s_m, v_1)\) are edges of \( \mathcal{P} \). The following two steps are performed when processing \( v_1 \).

First, the interior angle \( \angle s_1 v_1 s_m \) is divided into a minimum number of intervals of at most 90°. For each interval, add the shortest edge in \( \mathcal{E} \) that is connected to \( v_1 \) to the edge set \( \mathcal{E}_P \). Second, add to \( \mathcal{E}_P \) all edges \((s_j, s_{j+1})\), \(1 \leq j < m\). This terminates the processing of vertex \( v_1 \).

In each iteration, one vertex is processed according to its bf-ordering. One iteration is described as follows. Assume that vertex \( v_i \) of \( \mathcal{P} \) is next to be processed, see Figure 7. Let \( s_1, \ldots, s_m \) be the ordered neighbors of \( v_i \), in clockwise order around \( v_i \). We assume that \((s_1, v_i)\) and \((s_m, v_i)\) are edges of \( \mathcal{P} \). It follows from Lemma 3.2 that the parent of \( v_i \) has been processed and possibly also two vertices \( s_a \) and \( s_b \) in \( \mathcal{N}(v_i) \cap \mathcal{N}(p(v_i)) \).

Let \( s_j \) and \( s_k \) be the first and last vertex in the ordered neighborhood of \( v_i \) such that \((s_j, v_i) \in \mathcal{E}_P \) and \((s_k, v_i) \in \mathcal{E}_P \). Observe that \( s_j \) and \( s_k \) must exist. Let \( \alpha_1(v_i) = \angle s_1 v_i s_i \) and \( \alpha_2(v_i) = \angle s_k v_i s_m \). The following two steps are performed.

Divide the interior angle \( \angle s_1 v_i s_j \) into a minimum number of intervals of at most 90°. The same is done for the angle \( \angle s_k v_i s_m \). For each interval, we add to \( \mathcal{E}_P \), the shortest edge in \( \mathcal{E} \) that connects \( v_i \) to a vertex that has not been processed. Secondly, we add all edges \((s_l, s_{l+1})\), \(1 \leq l < j \) and \( k \leq l < m\), to \( \mathcal{E}_P \). Vertex \( v_i \) has now been processed.

We continue processing vertices in this way until all vertices have been processed. Observe that after a vertex has been processed, no additional edges incident on it are ever added. The output of this algorithm is the graph \( G_P = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}_P) \). We will refer to this algorithm as \textsc{PolygonSpanner}(\( \mathcal{P}, \mathcal{D}T \)).
Figure 7: Illustration of a possible situation when \( v \) is to be processed by the algorithm. (a) When \( p(v) \) was processed, at most three edges may have been added that are incident on \( v \). (b) Additionally, at most two edges may be added during the processing of \( s_a \) and \( s_b \).

3.1 Analysis of algorithm POLYGONSPANNER

In this section, we show that the graph, denoted \( G_P \), produced by POLYGONSPANNER is a spanner with respect to \( P \) and that the degree of any vertex of \( G_P \) is bounded by a constant.

**Lemma 3.3.** Let \( v \) be any vertex of \( P \). At the moment when \( v \) is about to be processed by algorithm POLYGONSPANNER, there are at most five edges in \( E_P \) that are incident on \( v \).

**Proof.** If \( v = v_1 \), then \( E_P \) is the set of edges of \( P \). The claim follows from the results in Section 2. Assume that \( v \neq v_1 \). The proof uses Lemma 3.2. First observe that the parent \( p(v) \) of \( v \) is the first vertex adjacent to \( v \) that is being processed. The edges incident on \( v \) that the algorithm may add to \( E_P \) while processing \( p(v) \) are the Delaunay edge \( (v, p(v)) \) and possibly the two edges connecting \( v \) to the adjacent vertices among the ordered neighbors of \( p(v) \); hence a total of at most three edges. Assume that \( v \) is connected to the vertices \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) on the ordered neighbors of \( p(v) \). These are the only two vertices adjacent to \( v \) that can be processed before \( v \) is processed. However, since \( p(v) \) is in \( N(v) \cap N(v_1) \) and also in \( N(v) \cap N(v_2) \), at most two edges incident on \( v \) can be added to \( E_P \) while processing \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \), i.e., the two edges \( (s_j, v) \) and \( (s_k, v) \) in Figure 7. Hence, when \( v \) is being processed, there are at most five edges in \( E_P \) incident on \( v \). \( \square \)

Once a vertex has been processed, no additional edges incident on it are ever added. This simple observation, together with the above results, shows that the degree, in the graph \( G_P \), of any vertex \( v \in V \) is bounded from above by

\[
5 + \lceil \alpha_1(v)/90^\circ \rceil + \lceil \alpha_2(v)/90^\circ \rceil + 2 \leq 9 + \alpha_1(v)/90^\circ + \alpha_2(v)/90^\circ < 13, 
\]

since \( \alpha_1(v) + \alpha_2(v) < 360^\circ \). Hence, the degree is at most 12. This immediately gives a bound of at most 36 since each vertex can be split into three vertices by procedure TRANSFORMPOLYGON. In Section 4, we show how to reduce this bound. But first we prove the following lemma that deals with the spanner properties of the edges of \( G_P \).
Lemma 3.4. For any edge \((u, v) \in D\mathcal{T}\) that is in the interior of \(P\), there exists a path in \(\mathcal{G}_P\) between \(u\) and \(v\) whose length is at most \(\pi + 1\) times the length of edge \((u, v)\).

Proof. Consider an arbitrary edge \(e = (u, v)\) in the Delaunay triangulation of \(S\) that is contained in the interior of \(P\). If \(e \in \mathcal{G}_P\) then the lemma holds. Assume that \(e \notin \mathcal{G}_P\).

Assume without loss of generality that \(u <_{bf} v\). It follows from the algorithm that there exists a vertex \(v'\) in the ordered neighbors of \(u\) such that \(\angle v' uv < 90^\circ\) and \((v', u) \in \mathcal{E}_P\). Let \(v' = s_1, \ldots, s_k = v\) be the sequence of vertices in the ordered neighbors of \(u\) from \(v'\) to \(v\). Since \((v', u) \in \mathcal{E}_P\) is shorter than \((u, v)\) by definition, we only need to show that there is a path between \(v'\) and \(v\) in \(\mathcal{G}_P\) that is not much longer than \(|uv|\).

Let \(P'\) be the polygon consisting of the vertices \(u, s_1, \ldots, s_k\). Observe that \(P'\) is a sub-polygon of \(P\). Consider the shortest path inside \(P'\) from \(v'\) to \(v\), denoted \(S_{P'}(v', v)\). If \(v\) and \(v'\) are visible in \(P'\), then the shortest path is simply the edge \(vv'\) whose length is at most \(2|uv|\), by the triangle inequality and the fact that \(|uv| \geq |uv'|\) by construction.

On the other hand, if \(v\) and \(v'\) are not visible in \(P'\), then the shortest path is a convex chain consisting of diagonals of \(P'\) contained in the triangle \(uvv'\), see Figure 8. Since both \(v\) and \(v'\) are visible from \(u\), the 3-vertex path \(vv'uv\) is a path in polygon \(P'\) from \(v'\) to \(v\) contained in the triangle \(uvv'\). Any path that goes outside the triangle can be shortcut, therefore, the shortest path must be contained in the triangle. The length of \(S_{P'}(v', v)\) is at most \(2|uv|\) since by convexity, any convex path from \(v'\) to \(v\) contained in the triangle \(uvv'\) must be shorter in length than the sum of the lengths \(|v'u|\) and \(|uv|\). By construction, we have \(|uv| \geq |uv'|\), therefore \(S_{P'}(v', v)\) is at most 2 times \(|uv|\).

An edge of \(S_{P'}(v', v)\) has as endpoints two vertices among the neighbors of \(u\). Let \((s_i, s_j)\) be an arbitrary edge in \(S_{P'}(v', v)\). Let \(D_{P'}(s_i, s_j)\) be the sequence of edges between \(s_i\) and \(s_j\) in the ordered neighbors of \(u\). This path is in \(\mathcal{G}_P\). We bound the length of \(D_{P'}(s_i, s_j)\) in terms of \(|s_i s_j|\).

Bose and Morin [7] showed (by modifying an argument in [17]) that the length of \(D_{P'}(s_i, s_j)\) is at most \(\pi/2\) times \(|s_i s_j|\), provided that (i) the straight-line segment between \(s_i\) and \(s_j\) lies outside the Voronoi region induced by \(u\), and (ii) that the path lies on one side of the line through \(s_i\) and \(s_j\).

Condition (ii) holds trivially. We now show that condition (i) also holds. The vertices \(u, s_i\) and \(s_j\) form a triangle where \(\angle s_i u s_j < 90^\circ\). This implies that for any point \(x\) on the segment \([s_i, s_j]\), \(\min\{|x s_i|, |x s_j|\} < |ux|\). This means that \(x\) cannot be in the Voronoi region induced by \(u\). Therefore, \(D_{P'}(s_i, s_j)/|s_i s_j| \leq \pi/2\).

Putting it all together, it follows that the shortest path in \(\mathcal{G}_P\) between \(v'\) and \(v\) has length at most \(\pi|uv|\), and hence, the lemma follows, since the shortest path in \(\mathcal{G}_P\) between \(u\) and \(v\) has length at most \((\pi + 1)|uv|\). \(\square\)

4 Putting it all together

In this section, we perform the analysis of algorithm \textsc{PlanarSpanner} (see Figure 1), which finally proves Theorem 1.1.

Let us first consider the running time of the algorithm. Computing the Delaunay triangulation in Step 1 takes \(O(n \log n)\) time, see [15]. Step 2 takes \(O(n)\) time, according to Lemma 2.1, as do Steps 3 and 4 according to Section 2.1 and Section 3, respectively. By the results in [19], Step 5 takes \(O(n \log n)\) time. Hence, the time complexity of the entire algorithm is \(O(n \log n)\).

Theorem 1.1 claims that the resulting graph has four properties which we will discuss below, one by one:
1. **G is plane.** Since $G$ is a subgraph of $G_P$, and $G_P$ is a subgraph of the Delaunay triangulation of $S$, it is clear that $G$ is plane, proving the first claim in Theorem 1.1.

2. **G is a $t$-spanner for $t \approx 10$.** The Delaunay triangulation is a $(2\pi/(3\cos(\pi/6)))$-spanner for $S$, see [21]. Consider any two distinct points $u$ and $v$ of $S$, and let $Q$ be a path in the Delaunay triangulation between $u$ and $v$. Consider an arbitrary Delaunay edge $(x, y)$ on $Q$ that is not an edge in $G_P$. This edge must be a diagonal in $P$. By Lemma 3.4, there is a path in $G_P$ between $x$ and $y$ whose length is at most $(\pi + 1)|xy|$. Therefore, there is a path in $G_P$ between $u$ and $v$ of length at most $(\pi + 1)(2\pi/(3\cos(\pi/6)))|uv|$. Hence, $G_P$ is a $(1 + \varepsilon)(2\pi/(3\cos(\pi/6)))$-spanner for $S$.

Step 5 refers to the greedy algorithm of Gudmundsson et al. [19]. This algorithm takes as input an arbitrary $t$-spanner, in our case $G_P = (S, E_P)$, and an arbitrary real constant $\varepsilon > 0$, and computes a $((1 + \varepsilon)t)$-spanner $G = (S, E)$ of $G_P$, such that $E \subseteq E_P$, see also item 4 below.

3. **G has degree at most 27.** As described in Section 2.1, the degenerate polygon $SG$ is transformed in Step 3 to a simple polygon $P$ by doubling some vertices and edges. It is easily seen that in this process, any original point $u$ is replaced by at most three new vertices $u_1, u_2, u_3$. An analysis similar to the one just above Lemma 3.4 shows that when these three vertices are merged again, the degree of $u$ in $G_P$ is at most $3 \cdot 5 + 3 \left[ \frac{\alpha_1(u_1)}{90^\circ} \right] + \left[ \frac{\alpha_2(u_1)}{90^\circ} \right] + \left[ \frac{\alpha_3(u_1)}{90^\circ} \right] + \left[ \frac{\alpha_2(u_2)}{90^\circ} \right] + \left[ \frac{\alpha_3(u_2)}{90^\circ} \right] + \left[ \frac{\alpha_3(u_3)}{90^\circ} \right]$. Since all these six interior angles sum up to $360^\circ$, the degree of $u$ is at most 27.

4. **G has weight $O(|wt[MST]|)$.** This follows from the following result in [11, 13, 14, 19]. Let $G$ be an arbitrary $t$-spanner for a point set $S$ having $O(n)$ edges, where $t$ is a constant, and let $\varepsilon > 0$ be an arbitrary real constant. The greedy algorithm computes a subgraph $G'$ of $G$ which is a $(1 + \varepsilon)$-spanner of $G$ and that satisfies the so-called leapfrog property. The graph $G'$ can be computed in $O(n \log n)$ time. Das and Narasimhan [13] have shown that any set of edges that satisfies the leapfrog property has weight $O(|wt(MST)|)$, where $MST$ is a minimum spanning tree of $S$.

Since $G_P$ is a $((\pi + 1)(2\pi/(3\cos(\pi/6)))$-spanner for $S$, it follows that the graph $G$ produced by the greedy algorithm is a $(2\pi(1 + \varepsilon)(\pi + 1)/(3\cos(\pi/6)))$-spanner of $S$, whose weight is
\[ O(wt(MST)) \].

This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

5 The constrained case

The results in this paper generalize to the constrained case, i.e., when we are given a set \( S \) of \( n \) points in the plane together with a set \( C \) of edges. The endpoints of the edges are assumed to be points in \( S \) and the edges of \( C \) are assumed to be non-crossing.

We will show the following theorem:

**Theorem 5.1.** Let \( S \) be a set of \( n \) points in the plane, let \( C \) be a set of non-crossing edges whose endpoints belong to \( S \), and let \( D(S, C) \) be the maximal degree of any vertex in the graph \( (S, C) \). There is an \( O(n \log n + n \cdot D(S, C)) \)-time algorithm that computes a graph \( G \)

1. that is plane,
2. that is a \( t \)-spanner of the visibility graph of \( S \) and \( C \), for \( t = \pi(\pi + 1)(1 + \sqrt{3})/2 \), and
3. in which each point of \( S \) has degree at most \( 8 \cdot D(S, C) + 27 \).

The algorithm and the analysis has to be slightly changed for the constrained case. We will denote the modified algorithm as \texttt{ConstrainedPlanarSpanner}; its pseudo-code is shown in Figure 9.

**Algorithm** \texttt{ConstrainedPlanarSpanner}(\( S, C \))

1. \( \mathcal{CDT} \leftarrow \text{Constrained Delaunay triangulation of } S \text{ and } C \)
2. \( S' \leftarrow \text{SpanningGraph}(\mathcal{CDT}) \)
3. \( S' \leftarrow S' \cup C \)
4. \( P = \{P_1, \ldots, P_k\} \leftarrow \text{TransformPolygon}(S') \)
5. \( \text{for } i \leftarrow 1 \text{ to } k \) \( \text{do} \)
6. \( G_{P_i} \leftarrow \text{PolygonSpanner}(P_i, \mathcal{CDT}) \)
7. \( G \leftarrow G_{P_1} \cup \ldots \cup G_{P_k} \)
8. output \( G \)

Figure 9: The construction of a constrained planar sparse spanner.

The first step of algorithm \texttt{ConstrainedPlanarSpanner} is to produce the constrained Delaunay triangulation \([8, 27]\) of \( S \) and \( C \), denoted \( \mathcal{CDT}(S, C) \).

Let \( G \) denote the straight-line graph described by \( S \) and \( C \). A triangulation \( T \) is a constrained Delaunay triangulation of \( G \) if each edge in \( G \) is an edge of \( T \) and for each remaining edge \( e \) of \( T \) there exists a circle \( C \) with the following properties: (i) the endpoints of \( e \) are on the boundary of \( C \), and (ii) if any vertex of \( G \) is in the interior of \( C \) then it cannot be “seen” from at least one of the endpoints of \( e \).

Next a spanning graph \( S'G \) is computed. As noted in Section 2, the spanning graph algorithm can be run for any given triangulation, hence \( S'G \) is, as before, a spanning graph of degree 3 that includes the convex hull of \( S \). Let \( S'G' \) denote the graph obtained by adding the edges in \( C \) to the spanning graph \( S'G \). The degree of \( S'G' \) is bounded by \( 3 + D(S, C) \), where \( D(S, C) \) is the maximal
degree of any vertex in the graph \((S, C)\). In the basic algorithm, the spanning graph contained exactly \(n\) edges and it included the convex hull of \(S\), hence \(SG\) described a, possibly degenerate, hole-free polygon. This is not true for the constrained case since \(SG'\) will be a graph with more than \(n\) edges although it will include the convex hull of \(S\). Instead the graph \(SG'\) might partition the convex hull of \(S\) into many, possibly degenerate, polygons. Again, it is not hard to see how \(SG'\) can be transformed into a set of simple polygons, \(P_1, \ldots, P_k\), by splitting some vertices and doubling some edges as described in Section 2.1. Hence, every vertex can be replaced by at most \(3 + D(S, C)\) new vertices. This transformation does not affect the complexity of the spanner algorithm if the vertices are only split symbolically.

Next, each of the \(k\) polygons is processed by running algorithm PolygonSpanner described in Section 3. Hence, for each simple polygon \(P_i\), \(1 \leq i \leq k\), a spanner \(G_{P_i}\) is constructed with the following two properties:

1. every vertex in \(G_{P_i}\) has bounded degree, and
2. for every edge \((x, y)\) in \(CDT\) that is a diagonal in \(P_i\), there is a path between \(x\) and \(y\) in \(G_{P_i}\) whose length is at most \((\pi + 1)\) times \(D_{CDT}(x, y)\), where \(D_{CDT}(x, y)\) denotes the shortest distance in \(CDT\) between \(x\) and \(y\).

Theorem 5.1 claims that the resulting graph has three properties which we will discuss below. As above we first consider the running time of the algorithm. Computing the constrained Delaunay triangulation in Step 1 takes \(O(n \log n)\) time (see [8, 27]). Step 2 takes \(O(n)\) time, according to Lemma 2.1, as does Step 3. In Step 4, the graph is transformed into a set of simple polygons by splitting edges and vertices. Every vertex and edge is split at most \((D(S, C) + 3)\) times, hence the time to perform Step 4 is \(O(n \cdot D(S, C))\). The same bound holds for Steps 5-7.

Hence, the time complexity of the algorithm is \(O(n \log n + n \cdot D(S, C))\). We now turn our attention to the three claimed properties of \(G\).

1. \(G\) is plane. Since \(G\) is a subgraph of the constrained Delaunay triangulation of \(S\) and \(C\), it follows that \(G\) is plane.

2. \(G\) is a \((21.04)\)-spanner of the complete visibility graph on \(S\) and \(C\). One cannot compare \(CDT\) to the complete graph, instead we will compare it to the visibility graph of \(S\) and \(C\). The visibility graph \(VIS(S, C)\) of \(S\) and \(C\) is the undirected graph that has \(S\) as vertex set and in which two vertices are connected by an edge whenever they "see" each other, i.e., the open line segment joining them is disjoint from all segments in \(C\) or is contained in a segment. It is straightforward to modify Dobkin et al.'s [17] proof to show that \(CDT(S, C)\) is a \((\pi(1 + \sqrt{5})/2)\)-spanner of \(VIS(S, C)\), which implies that \(G\) is a \((\pi(1 + 1)(1 + \sqrt{5})/2)\)-spanner of \(VIS(S, C)\), since \(G\) is a \((\pi + 1)\)-spanner of \(CDT(S, C)\).

3. \(G\) has degree at most \(8D(S, C) + 27\). As described in Section 2.1, a degenerate polygon \(SG\) is transformed in Step 3 to a set \(P\) of simple polygons by doubling some vertices and edges. In this process any original point \(u\) is replaced by at most \(q := 3 + D(S, C)\) new vertices \(u_1, \ldots, u_q\). An analysis similar to the one for the standard case shows that when these \(q\) vertices are merged again, the degree of \(u\) in \(G_P\) is at most \(q \cdot 5 + q + \lceil \alpha_1(u_1) \rceil + \lceil \alpha_2(u_1) \rceil + \cdots + \lceil \alpha_1(u_q) \rceil + \lceil \alpha_2(u_q) \rceil\). Since all these \(q\) interior angles sum up to at most \(360^\circ\), the degree of \(u\) is at most \(8q + 3 = 8D(S, C) + 27\).

This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
6 Concluding remarks

There are additional properties that would be interesting to consider, for example minimizing the spanner diameter. Below we show that this property cannot be obtained for plane spanners.

**Theorem 6.1.** For any real number $t > 1$, there exist a set $S$ of $n$ points and two points $u, v \in S$ such that in any plane $t$-spanner of $S$, any $t$-spanner path between $u$ and $v$ contains at least $n/2 + 1$ edges.

**Proof.** The construction of the point set is illustrated in Figure 10. For simplicity, we assume that $n \geq 8$ and $n$ is even. Let $m = \frac{n-2}{2}$ and define the points $u = (0,0)$, $v = (\frac{mn}{2},0)$, and $t_i = (it, 1/m)$ and $b_i = (it, -1/m)$ for $1 \leq i \leq m$. Define $S = \{u,v,t_1,\ldots,t_m,b_1,\ldots,b_m\}$.

Observe that $0 < |t_i b_i| = 2/m < 1$ and $|t_i t_{i+1}| = |b_i b_{i+1}| = t$ for all $i$. Moreover, $|u t_1| = |u b_1| = |v t_m| = |v b_m| > t$. Therefore, every $t$-spanner of $S$ must contain all edges $(t_i, b_i)$, $1 \leq i \leq m$. Moreover, if this $t$-spanner is plane, then it does not contain any of the edges $(t_i, b_j)$, $(t_i, t_j)$, and $(b_i, b_j)$ with $|j – i| \geq 2$. It follows that every path in a plane $t$-spanner between $u$ and $v$ passes through either $b_i$ or $t_i$ for every $1 \leq i \leq m$. The lemma follows. \hfill \square

![Figure 10: Illustrating the proof of Theorem 6.1](image)
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